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answer all questions

 PaRT – a (10×2=20 Marks)
 1. list the characteristics of a data warehouse.
 2. Differentiate fact table and dimension table.
 3. Define olaP.
 4. state the purpose of olaP servers in data warehouse architecture.
 5. Define data mining.
 6. outline the need for data pre-processing in data mining.
 7. Define tree pruning.
 8. what are lazy learners ? 
 9. outline the difference between agglomerative clustering and divisive clustering.
 10. what is outlier analysis ?

 PaRT – B (5×13=65 Marks)

 11. a) what is a data warehouse ? with a neat sketch, explain the various components 
in a data warehouse. (13)

(oR)

  b) Explain in the following DBms schemas with an example :

 i) star schema (5)

 ii) snowflake schema (4)

 iii) Fact constellation schema. (4)
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 12. a) what is cognos impromptu ? Explain its features. (13)

(oR)

  b) outline the following olaP operations with an example and relevant diagrams.

 i) Roll-up (5)

 ii) Drill-down (4)

 iii) slice and dice. (4)

 13. a) i) Explain the steps of knowledge discovery in databases with neat sketch. (7)

   ii) outline the primitives for specifying a data mining task. (6)

(oR)

  b) Explain min-max normalization and z-score normalization with an example. (13)

 14. a) Discuss the apriori algorithm for discovering frequent item sets. apply the 

apriori algorithm to the following data set and find the frequent 3-item set 

with the minimum support value to be 2. (13)

   

TID Items

1 milk, Tea, cake

2 Eggs, Tea, cold drink

3 milk, Eggs, Tea, cold drink

4 Eggs, cold drink

5 Juice

oR)

  b) outline the steps in decision tree induction with an example. (13)
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 15. a) Present an outline of the different categories of clustering algorithms. (13)

(oR)

  b) Explain density based clustering approach with an example. (13)

 PaRT – c (1×15=15 Marks)

 16. a) Describe K-means clustering with an example. (15)

(oR)

  b) apply Bayesian classification on the following data set and predict the class for 
the sample {age = Youth, income = medium, student = yes, credit = Fair}. (15)

   
Age Income Student Credit Target 

Buys Computer

Youth high No Fair No

Youth high No Excellent No

middle high No Fair Yes

senior medium No Fair Yes

senior low Yes Fair Yes

senior low Yes Excellent No

middle low Yes Excellent Yes

Youth medium No Fair No

Youth low Yes Fair Yes

senior medium Yes Fair Yes

Youth medium Yes Excellent Yes

middle medium No Excellent Yes

middle high Yes Fair Yes

senior medium No Excellent No
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